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our amazing collective of women.

Welcome to the
Creative Maven Collective
2020 Gift Guide!
This catalog is full of fun and unique

click me

gifts for everyone on your list.
Sponsors from across the country
collaborated with our team of

$100
Amazon
Gift Card
Giveaway

influencers to bring you the
best of what they have to offer.
Tell your friends and loved ones so
they can take advantage of this
collection of fabulous finds!
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the best of the best
our Top Picks of the year!

'Sagrada' Stemless
Wine Glasses
Stemless Wine Glasses Inspired by
the Timeless Beauty of the Sagrada
Familia Basilica in Barcelona, Spain.
Just as Sagrada glasses are inspired
by historic aesthetics, they’re
painstakingly handcrafted using
time-honored glassblowing
techniques. Many other styles are
available.

Moon Pod
The zero-gravity beanbag that
makes you feel like you're floatingThe perfect gift for everyone! Highdensity beads, supportive dual
membrane, plus ergonomic
support.

Peter Pod Chair
Hang out and hide out on the
patio in this breezy, handwoven
seat. Curl up with a book, enjoy
a refreshing drink in the
sunshine, or chat with friends
from the best seat available! A
perfect gift for a loved one.

the best of the best
our Top Picks of the year!
Lush
Handmade, vegetarian skincare
products with a cult following (and
for good reason)! Their enchanted
Christmas collection is filled with
pixie dust and holiday joy!

Pit Barrel Cooker
Whether you go for the Original or
the more portable Junior, the Pit
Barrel Cooker provides multiple
ways to cook up your favorite meats
and vegetables. Hang a rack of ribs
or a turkey over the hot coal bed. Or
cook burgers on top of the grill
grate. Bundled sets include different
accessories to make your outdoor
cooking experiences.

4D Whole Body Vibration
Plate by Zelus Fitness
Zelus vibration platform is the
perfect way to up your exercise
intensity while working out at
home. Right now, we’re all trying to
do our best to stay fit at home, we
can only do so much. When you’ve
plateaued, and you’re looking for a
way to add a different stimulus to
your body, try a Zelus vibration
platform.

the best of the best
our Top Picks of the year!

Zin Mignon Books
for Kids
If your kids need something new to
read, help inspire them with a love
of cooking with an adventure on the
side with the Zin Mignon books for
kids.

Night Zookeeper
Give the gift of learning to the kids
on your holiday shopping list and
help them improve their writing,
spelling, and vocabulary skills. Night
Zookeeper is your online writing tool
with a library of interactive lessons.
Find out how to get a 7 day free trial
of Night Zookeeper and save 50%
when you subscribe!

Trophy Skin MicrodermMD
Now more than ever, at-home
beauty treatments are what we
need. Trophy Skin MicrodermMD is
an at-home microdermabrasion
treatment. Don’t pay high prices at
the dermatologist's office or spa,
when you can do it at a fraction of
the cost in the comfort of your own
home.

the best of the best
our Top Picks of the year!

Sit-n-Sleep Hybrid
Infinity Cool Mattress
Hybrid Technology creates the
perfect balance of comfort and
support. The pocketed springs keep
your spine properly aligned, while
the memory foam conforms to your
body to give you the ultimate
comfort. With the ice-cold cover,
you’ll stay cool and sleep great
throughout the night.

Gateway Creator Series 15.6"
Performance Notebook
This laptop is a powerhouse equipped
with 10th Gen Intel i5 and an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 2060, allowing you to
game with ease or breeze through you
daily tasks. Tuned by THX™ audio
products enable listeners to get the best
audio quality possible. While gaming,
you will feel like you are in the center of
the action with THX® Spatial Audio that
enhances stereo and surround sound.

Naturepedic Organic Sheets
The Naturepedic Organic Luxury Sheet Set
includes 100% certified organic cotton 400
thread count sateen fitted and flat sheets
plus one or two pillowcases. This premium
sheet set comes in a natural color and fits
mattresses up to 15" deep. A subtle and
classic finishing touch for any decor. Soft
and pure, organic cotton is grown without
synthetic insecticides, herbicides or
genetically modified organisms (GMOs)

stocking stuffers

OCTOGIFTS

JABRA ELITE 65T TRUE

HOLIDAY CARD GAMES

WIRELESS EARBUDS
Handmade OctoGifts

These Holiday card games

keepsakes bring people

Slim fit earbuds with

based on popular movies

closer together. They make

passive noise cancellation,

will be a hit. Options

that special someone think

HearThrough technology,

include Gremlins Holiday

of you every single time

and adjustable sound

Havoc, Frosty the Snowman

someone asks them, "What is

profiles. What a nice

Follow the Leader, Elf

that and where did you get

stocking surprise for the

Snowball Showdown,

it?"

audiophile on your list.

National Lampoon’s
Christmas Vacation
Twinkling Lights, and
Christmas Story.

KUSH QUEENS CBD

MOKSHA CHOCOLATES

MOVIE THEMED BENDY FIGS

BATH BOMBS
What woman doesn’t want

The Noble Collection has

Kush Queens bath bombs

some chocolate in her

launched the new Bendy

are made with essential oil

stocking? Moksha

Figs collection. Favorites

blends that are focused on

Chocolates are artisan

from movies such as Lord of

specific effects. From

chocolates made in

the Rings, Harry Potter, and

energizing you to

Boulder, CO. Whether you

more to come. This

completely relaxing, find

enjoy dark, milk, or white

Toyllectible™ line of highly

something amazing in this

chocolate, these are the

detailed, sculpted figures

set!

perfect choice.

have bendable forms that
you can pose and display.

stocking stuffers

SPACE SKINCARE

THE HOLIDAYS COLORING

GO SILI TUMBLER

ADVENTURE BOOK
The perfect gift for beauty
lovers, Space Skincare is a

Alaska Wild & Free has a

must-have this holiday

full line of creative animal-

season. Completely

inspired art and gifts. The

paraben and sulfate-free

Holly Collection includes

these activated charcoal

the brand new The Holidays

products are ‘out of this

Coloring Book, stickers and

world’. Activated charcoal

magnets, handpressed

soothes skin and provides

ceramic mugs and face

a healthy and natural skin

masks, plus holiday bags

care experience.

made from recycled

Create less waste with
everyday reusable cups and
straws from Go Sili.
Designed with 100%
European grade silicone
each cup and straw is
completely toxin free and
good for both the
environment and your
health.

materials.

ETHEL M. CHOCOLATES

SNEAKER ERASERS

HASTY BAKER

From Cognac truffles to

If there is a sneaker lover on

This easy-to-play card

premier chocolate gift

your list, they will love this in

game brings your family

boxes, there is something

their stocking. Keep your

together around a love of

for every chocolate-lover at

kicks looking fresh with

all things sweet and tasty.

Ethel M. Chocolates.

these convenient sponges

Compete to collect

that require just water.

ingredients for your recipes

Remove scuffs, dirt, and

while adding fun with cards

more to keep your sneakers

like Steal Ingredient and

glistening.

Spoil Ingredient. A perfect
family game for quiet nights
at home!

food & drink

GRILL MASTERS CLUB

LOBSTER ANYWHERE

BEE DELIGHTFUL CBD HONEY

Ready to take your BBQing

Have lobster any time of

Bee Delightful CBD honey is a

to another level? Grill

year. Only the best &

combination of Texas

Masters Club sends the

freshest Maine Lobster

wildflower honey infused with

best BBQ products to your

shipped straight to your

pure CBD. Not only does this

door each month. The box

door. Delivering amazing

honey taste amazing, but it

lobster and seafood Since

also has many medicinal

1999.

properties that can help

includes a cooking tip,
a discount code, the history
of each product, and a

various ailments. The bees

delicious recipe to use the

that produce this honey have

products with.

been rescued and transported
to free-roaming apiaries.

SPICEWALLA

MONDAY

COOK SMARTS

Spices straight to your home

Ever wanted to enjoy a

If you are looking to give a

that a team of chefs have

cocktail that normally

gift that will truly help a

sourced, selected and

includes gin, but don’t want

busy family during the

blended. Purchase spices

the alcohol? MONDAY has

holidays, look no further

individually or start with a

the perfect product for you.

than Cook Smarts!

great base collection. Keep

Enjoy those gin based

better than a meal delivery

the tins and refill them with

cocktails without the

service because not only do

spices purchased in eco-

alcohol any day of the

you have the entire

week.

catalogue of recipes to try,

friendly refill pouches.

Even

but it connects directly to
Instacart.

food & Drink

SKINNY STICKS MAPLE SYRUP

COOKIES BY DESIGN

FIRE CIDER

These unique maple syrup

Spread holiday cheer with

Fire Cider is an Apple

products, made in

a gift basket of decorated

Cider Vinegar tonic infused

Wisconsin, come in

sugar cookies! They are

with superfoods including

delicious flavors including

stunning enough to

turmeric, ginger, garlic,

Bees & Trees

become the perfect

lemons and oranges. Every

(honey/maple syrup

centerpiece on the dessert

tablespoon packs an

blend), bourbon barrel-

table.

energizing punch of

aged, vanilla bean

concentrated ingredients

infused(with a vanilla bean

designed to support your

inside), and regular maple

health and vitality.

too.

HOME BISTRO

COPPER COW COFFEE

CALIFORNIA WINE CLUB

Home Bistro is the premier

Copper Cow coffee is

The California Wine Club

gourmet online meal

Vietnamese pour-over

offers a selection of hand-

delivery service that has

coffee in easy-to-use

selected, award-winning

been delivering meals since

disposable bags. Choose

wines to suit all tastes.

2014.

from a variety of flavors,

There are several great wine

including kits to make lattes

of the month clubs to

at home.

choose from to fit any

NO Shopping.
NO Cooking.

budget. Every wine is 100%

NO Cleanup!

guaranteed.

food & Drink
click me

$100
Amazon
Gift Card
Giveaway

ILLY CAFE

YAHYN

The perfect gift for anyone

Is there a wine lover in your

that enjoys a rich cup of

life? When you want to find

coffee! Illy cafe sells whole

just the right bottle of wine

bean, ground, coffee,

without visiting the store,

coffee pods, and even the

you can hop on over to

finest espresso machines.

Yahyn to shop. Not sure

Lovely gift bundles on sale

what to purchase? Do one

now.

of Yahyn’s virtual tastings.
With $10 flat rate shipping,
you can stock up for the
holiday season and beyond.
CHICAGO STEAKS CO.

Specializes in hand-cut, MidWest raised, Premium Angus
USDA Prime beef - cut by
Chicago butchers with five
generations of experience.
This gorgeous gift box makes
for the most delicious holiday
gift with the following: 2
(6oz) Premium Angus Beef
Complete Trim Filet Mignons
2 (10oz) Premium Angus Beef
Boneless Strips
2 (8oz) Premium Angus Beef
LITTLE CHEFS

Little GF Chefs is a monthly
baking club for kids
designed to empower,
educate and create FUN
memories in the kitchen.
Every month, club members
will receive a baking kit in
the mail that includes a
unique and fun recipe
along with all of the dry
ingredients and decorating
supplies needed to make it.

Top Sirloins
TAYST COFFE

2 (8oz) Premium Angus Beef
Ribeyes

Love using k-cups, but want
something more ecological
minded? Plus some great
coffee that is sustainably
sourced? Tayst offers a $12
trial pack which gives you
20 pods of coffee to enjoy
plus a mug. The pods can
be composted when you are
done brewing.

For the Kitchen

INSTANT POT

KITCHENAID MIXER

CHEF'S VISION KNIVES

If you haven't added an

KitchenAid makes the most

Chef’s Vision knives are

Instant Pot to your kitchen,

reliable, beautiful, and

extremely sharp and

long-lasting kitchen

durable! Plus, they are

our favorite and most used

appliances on the market!

painted with the beauty of

small kitchen appliance.

Give the gift of a kitchen

the cosmos. This is a

Check out why you need an

upgrade with one of their

stunning and thoughtful gift

Instant Pot in your life.

coveted products.

for foodies.

ALWAYS PAN

FOOD HUGGERS

SARDEL COOKWARE

Have you found yourself

Food Huggers will keep your

Sardel cookware is made of

doing a lot more cooking at

veggies fresh for longer!

stainless steel that will last

home in 2020? If you’re like

Turn any dish into a sealed

for generations! This gift is

me, you have… that’s why it

container with ease.

luxurious and completely

now is the time! It is by far

was important to me to
have a good pan, but more
importantly a safe pan for
my family. And it’s a bonus
that this is a women-owned
company.

thoughtful!

For the Kitchen

HAMILTON BEACH
BLENDER/JUICER/GRINDER

This all in one powerhouse is
just what every kitchen
needs. Juice your breakfast,
grind your own spices and
coffee beans, and mix up
your favorite smoothies and
shakes, all with one device.
This Hamilton Beach
appliance will make you feel
like a professional chef in
your home kitchen.

BREVILLE WAFFLE MAKER

A BAR ABOVE

Make breakfast and brunch

Craft cocktail lovers will

the best ever by serving up

LOVE a gift from A Bar

crisp, golden, Belgian-style

Above. It’s time to upgrade

waffles baked just the way

the bar set with beautiful

you like them. Breville's

stainless steel tools.

signature Waffle IQ™

Featuring everything

automatically sets the

needed to become the

perfect cooking time. A

classy home bartender

nonstick moat catches

you’ve always dreamed of

excess batter and bakes it

being. A complete craft bar

into irresistible waffle bites.

set is the ideal gift this
holiday season.

VITACLAY MULTICOOKER

MASON-RE

The VitaClay lives perfectly

Celebrate sustainability this

in the space between slow

holiday easy with a gift from

cooker and pressure cooker.

Mason-re. Mason Jars are

Cooking with clay for health

the perfect reusable food

benefits and increased

storage container, but glass

speed. Perfect for making

bottoms can be scary for

bone broths, soup, and

carrying around - enter

other high liquid foods.

Mason-re. These silicone

FRESH FOOD PRESERVATION
SYSTEM

koozies provide the perfect
protection for glass jars and
keep drinks hot or cold.

The FoodSaver FM1400-PAL
Fresh Food Preservation
System keeps food fresh up
to 2X longer when
compared to other nonvacuum storage methods

home

WELL TOLD DESIGN

SOCIETY 6

DUNE JEWELRY

Personalize a Slate Server

Support indie artists and

It may be hard to travel in

with a memorable date and

buy products designed

2020 but that doesn’t mean

see the night sky every time

with their unique designs.

you can’t dream of your last

you enjoy a charcuterie as a

From comforters to wall art

beach vacation.

family. These high quality

and even furniture and

Commemorate your favorite

slate boards are large

bags, this is a gift that

vacation with a necklace or

enough to fit a wide variety

gives back.

picture frame showcasing

of meats and cheese,

sand from a favorite

making it perfect as a gift

getaway. Dune Jewelry has

for the hostess in your home

an entire sandbank to select

this holiday.

from.

STORYBOARDS

TRAVEL HEART PILLOW

Bring your art to life with

Lovely items with the most

StoryBoards! Print your

gorgeous graphic designs

photographs out on square

from the Black Girl Sticker's

boards that you can hang

shop on Etsy. So much more

and rearrange easily around

than this pillow. Items with

your home.

themes like travel, glam,
kids, and more! You have to
check out her shop!

SKYLIGHT FRAME

Skylight Frame displays
digital photos in a stylish
frame. Easily upload new
pictures to the frame by
sending a quick email. It’s a
fantastic way to share
photos from long distances.

home

LAGUNA BEACH PICNIC

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

EASY CANVAS PRINTS

BLANKET
This glorious book of

Turn your photos to canvas

The top of these blankets

photography, featuring

with Easy Canvas Prints™.

are polyester fleece and

more than 200

Photos on canvas are great

the bottom is waterproof

magnificent National

for decorating your home or

Oxford. They will last

Geographic images of all

office, and perfect as photo

through many picnics - plus

50 states, is a gift-worthy

gifts! With our easy to use

they include a portable

celebration of America’s

canvas prints designer, you

sack for storage! They are

unique natural and cultural

can turn your very own

72”x57” - plenty of room for

treasures.

image into a stunning work

everyone.

CRICUT EXPLORE AIR 2

of art on canvas!

HADRON EPOCH

FLORACRACY

This LA-based design studio

Floracracy is more than

makes quality stationary

sending flowers, it’s an

with a modern flare. Grab

experience that allows you

their best-selling signature

to create meaningful and

fabric planner. The 2021

personal floral arrangement

planner now comes with a

to be delivered for any

thick protective sleeve to

occasion.

EVERYTHING BUNDLE
The perfect gift for the
creative person in your life,
the Cricut Explore Air™ 2
helps DIY and craft lovers
make amazing projects
quickly. Pair it with the
Everything Bundle and the
Cricut EasyPress, and they’ll
have everything they need
to create, make, and
perhaps even start their
own creative business!

keep it dirt & smudge free,
plus reference pages and
stickers.

Bed & Bath

LUXOR LINENS

CARILOHA BAMBOO

AIZOME BEDDING

SHEETS
Drying off never felt so

Rest in your tranquil

good...Wrap yourself in
these thick, plush towels
made from the world's
finest Long Staple Egyptian
Cotton, which is known for
its strength, absorbency,
durability, and softness.
They will be a luxurious
addition to your bathing

sanctuary with this
Give someone you care
about the gift of a great
night's sleep with bamboo
bed sheets and bedding
from Cariloha. Here's why
you'll want them this
holiday season and
beyond!

experience.

luxuriously smooth Sheet
Set from Aizome. With no
chemicals, only 100% GOTS
unbleached organic cotton
and natural indigo; you'll
keep dreaming all night.
Keep your Holiday guests
comfy and cozy or it makes
a great Holiday Gift.

YAASA ADJUSTABLE BED

WEIGHTED EVOLUTION

BED SCRUNCHIE

Treat yourself to an

Their blankets have small

Are your bed sheets loose

adjustable bed this

pockets with evenly

or wrinkly, maybe too

Christmas! It fits flush

distributed weight,

short? Introducing the

against the wall, has USB

sophisticated insulation,

patented Bed Scrunchie,

ports, and if you order soon

and high-performance

the world’s first 360-degree

you get a FREE mattress

velvety soft fabrics to give

all-in-one bed tightening

with your order!

you an unparalleled feeling

solution. It clips to the

of comfort and relaxation.

edges of your bed sheets

Say goodbye to sleepless

first with no mattress lifting

nights.

required, then easily slides
under your mattress with
your sheets.

Bed & Bath

GLAM THROW BLANKET

IDLE SLEEP

SIT-N-SLEEP INFINITY

Featuring an ultra-soft

Give yourself or someone

flannel with a premium

you love, the gift of sleep

The Infinity Power Base

print, this unique throw

with the Idle Sleep

features a zero-gravity sleep

blanket is a perfect match

mattress. Choose from

setting which creates a

for sofa and couch. Use it

hybrid, memory foam and

pressure-free sleep

for snuggling while

natural latex. Each

environment. Customized

relaxing or watching TV.

mattress comes with an

sleep settings can help

This large throw blanket is

amazing 18-month trial

breathing, increase your

what you want for the

period and 2 free pillows.

circulation, and make

times you just want to chill.

Holiday discounts on now!

watching TV or working on a

POWER BASE

laptop a breeze.

PEACH SKIN SHEETS

NAIA ORGANIC TOWELS

TURBIE TWIST

Made in Atlanta, these

These lovely Naia Organic

For years, Turbie Twist has

affordable bed sheets are

Jacquard Towels look

provided many of us with a

made from a breathable,

luxurious with their all-over

better way to dry our hair

high performance athletic

botanical pattern, but their

straight out of the shower.

grade SMART fabric that is

organic cotton makes them

Along with the classic Turbie

great for hot sleepers. In

perfect for everyday use.

Twist, they offer heavy duty

addition, the ultra-soft

shower caps as well as a silk

brushed finish provides a

pillowcase to pamper your

softness level that parallels

hair at night.

1500 thread count cotton
but without the shrinkage,
wrinkles and pilling.

kids & Family

MAV AND AX

PIPER COMPUTER KIT

TREASURE HUNTERS TRILOGY

Unbreakable mugs for

Give the gift of computer

Get the kids engaged with

children to enjoy hot

engineering to your child!

this set of kits from the Get

chocolate, tea, juice, soup,

This kit comes with

Outside Club. Each of the

or just to get their sticky

everything they need to

3 adventures in this kit are

fingers out of your mug!

build their very own fully-

a blend of scavenger hunt,

Get them their own.

functional computer. Plus,

escape room game, and

they will learn to code with

100% fun.

Google Blockly.

KITCHEN SCIENCE LAB

CIRCUIT EXPLORER

STACK THE SCOOPS

Kitchen Science Lab is a

From the new Circuit

Stack The Scoops is a

deluxe component and

Explorer line, these STEM

family-friendly card game

activity-filled science kit

construction-based playsets

that’s easy enough for 5-

that builds on the brand’s

have kids learning how to

year-olds to learn, yet

bestselling fun experiments

engineer simple circuits.

engaging for older kids and

for curious kids. Using

With this set, kids build a

adults too. Players collect

common ingredients from

rocket with light-up nose

points by matching sets of

the kitchen, kids will use the

cone and nozzles, a space

bases, scoops, and toppings

special lab vessels to

rover with light-up

cards. Sneak in some math

conduct over 40 science

headlights, and a landing

practice for your kids while

experiments.

pad with color changing

enjoying family game night

light effects.

together!

kids & Family

TAKE LESSONS LIVE
The TakeLessons
marketplace brings
together a diverse
community of teachers from
different backgrounds and
teaching styles. TakeLessons
started in music, but now
has a network for tutors,

TONIE BOX

SNAP CIRCUITS MYHOME

TonieBox is a soft and

The Snap Circuits MyHome

squishy smart speaker for

Stem learning kit is the

kids ages 3 and up helping

perfect project to help kids

them have an enjoyable

learn about electricity. It

story time. These cute little

will make a great gift this

collectible figurines called

holiday season!

Tonies are behind all the
magic and fun.

dance instructors, acting
coaches, and more. It
makes learning convenient,
affordable, and fun for all
ages.

LUMI BY PAMPERS BABY
MONITOR
This award-winning sleep
routine system is the perfect
gift for expectant and new
parents. It helps parents
establish a sleep routine
through the use of a
removable diaper sensor
coupled with the Lumi app.
The app not only provides
sleep insights, but also
allows parents to track
feedings and wet diapers.

LOOG GUITARS

ELF – JOURNEY FROM
THE NORTH POLE

Playing songs on guitar can
be a daunting task for

Love the movie Elf? Then

beginners. Loog solves this:

you should play this new

our 3-string guitars reduce

board game based on the

chords to the basic triad,

movie. Help Buddy the Elf

allowing for an easier and

reach New York City and

faster learning process.

find his dad. Each player

With a Loog, kids can play

has secret goal landmarks

songs on day one, feeling

along the way to score

rewarded and encouraged

points. Comes in the unique

to keep on playing and

triangular box and is for 2

learning.

to 4 players ages 8 and up.

Kids & family

LITTLE TIKES MY FIRST PET

HAPPY CAMPER LIVE

NINTENDO PIKMIN3

Bringing the magic of

This family-friendly game

Have toddlers who love

summer camp to you every

makes a great gift. Grow

their stuffed animals? With

day of the year. Happy

your Pikmin and help save

My First Pet Checkup by

Camper Live provides a safe

your home planet. This

Little Tykes, they can play

and inspiring environment

game is played on the

Veterinarian, and learn

that sparks discovery and

Nintendo Switch and is fun

what it takes to keep them

builds confidence. Choose

for all ages. You can even

healthy! This is a fun

from hundreds of activities

play story mode with a

playset for any young child

to create your own camp

friend.

who loves animals.

CHECKUP

experience.

KHEPHER GAMES

JAMBO BOOK CLUB

PILLAR LEARNING’S CODI
THE STORYTELLING ROBOT

Looking for a new activity

Diverse Books for Children

for another night in?

0-13.

Khepher Games has

believes it is important for

Jambo Book Club

everything you need to keep children to read stories
the family entertained! A fun about children that look like
party game is the ideal gift

them, as well as their

for the life of the party.

neighbors who do not look
like them. Each book is
beautifully illustrated with
art that celebrates the joy
of childhood.

Codi takes kids age 12
months and up off screen
for educational fun. This
robot encourages kids to
use their imaginations as
they learn. The robot tells
stories, plays music, and
parents and kids can
exchange voicenotes.

kids & Family

FAMOKIDS BABY PLAY MAT

MICROGREENS GROW KIT

JUNGLE JUMPAROO

Parents don’t have to

Your kids will enjoy growing

Jungle Jumparoo is a one of

sacrifice style with

their own microgreens with

a kind toy and sensory tool.

FamoKids foam play mats.

this grow-at-home kit.

Featuring vertical bars that

These stylish playmats come

Everything you need comes

provide safety and security

in beautiful rug-like

in this kit including the

while jumping, low to the

patterns and calming

seeds and the ceramic

ground for easy on and off

colors. It spruces up any

container to grow them in.

and NO double bounce

area where babies are

Back to the Roots is the #1

allowing small children to

playing, and are diverse

organic gardening

jump with anyone. The

enough to be used for

company and they have

Jungle Jumparoo is safe for

exercising like yoga.

many different growing kits.

all ages.

I'M A CHEF TOO

GIRLS CAN CRATE

OUTSCHOOL

These “Choose Your

A monthly subscription box

Whether you are

Adventure Kits” infuse

for fearless girls delivering

homeschooling or just want

STEAM based concepts

empowering and inspiring

a fun class for the kids to

into recipes, giving

women's history and hands-

do from home, Outschool

children the creative

on STEAM fun! Perfect for

has you covered. These

confidence to learn in a

girls ages 5-10, this fun

classes could cover basic

unique meaningful way.

subscription box reminds

subjects or present

Children are creating,

then that they CAN do it.

something in a more unique

inventing, designing,
engineering, and
questioning all through the
world of cooking!

manner.

fashion

TEDDY BEAR QUARTER
ZIP PULLOVER
This extremely soft and
fluffy quarter zip is perfect
for the cold weather
transition! The kangaroo
pocket in front is perfect for
cold hands or your phone.
Snuggle up next to a fire
with a pair of leggings and
a good book for the perfect

IT'S REALLY KITA TOPS

ROTHY'S

You can say Aight in many

Gorgeous shoes, bag and

different ways. Aight now

accessories crafted with

can be a term that we use

sustainable styles and a

to say hey in passing. Aight

focus on eco-friendly

now can be said when

materials and zero-waste

getting off the phone. Or it

technology

can be used to tell
someone to chill before
going off.

cold night.

LILY JADE
Lily Jade offers a variety of
totes made with high
quality materials to last. All
of the bags have a
backpack carry available
and plenty of space to
hold all the things a busy
mom needs. Whether
serving as a diaper bag or
holding everything needed
for a busy day on the go,
Lily Jade has you covered.

VANCARO JEWELRY

CENTS OF STYLE

Celestial jewelry continues

Just when you thought that

to star in jewelry collection.

comfort couldn't get any

This simple design moon

more fashionable....the

and star necklace brought

Sandy shows up! This raglan

us a lot of moving stories

jogger set is so comfy, so

apart from love. Shop this

soft and incredibly gorgeous

necklace and check out our

in every way possible. You

wide variety of other

can wear it around town

jewelry.

without anyone thinking
you're still in your p.j.'s...but
you're going to FEEL like you
are.

fashion

LUCILLE LOUNGE PANTS

PEDIPED

Can you ever have too

Looking for a quality gift

When you are on the go,

many articles of clothing

for a little one that Mom

the Axis backpack keeps

that have, "lounge pants" in

and Dad will appreciate?

everything you need in one

the name?!

Pediped footwear is the

place. A wide variety of

Lucille pants are not only

perfect present this

pockets keeps mom

like wearing the most

holiday season!

organized and an insulated

Never.

These

comfortable pj's all day

Specifically designed for

long, but they are

early walkers a pair of

completely "out on the

shoes from Pediped helps

town" appropriate.

toddlers as they grow and

It's a

win win and you will not

PETUNIA PICKLE BOTTOM

bottom stores snacks for all
your adventures.

learn.

regret owning these.

FAUX FUR SLIPPER RACHEL PARCELL

PICCOLINA TRAILBLAZER TEE

MINT MONGOOSE

EXCLUSIVE

Relax in style as you slip
your foot into this
sumptuous faux fur slipper
with a crossover design.

These unique tees

Get three pieces of quality

illustrated by noteworthy

jewelry shipped to you

female artists around the

each month for as little as

world feature portraits of

$13.99. These classy pieces

female visionaries, leaders

are perfect for everyday

and pioneers in their fields.

living, the office, the

A portion of the proceeds

classroom, or any

are donated to non-profit

adventure ahead of you.

organizations such as The

These meaningful sets can

Malala Fund, Step Up &

easily be dressed up, or

Girls Write Now! Available

down, and provide just the

in adult sizes too!

right amount of bling for
women from all walks of
life.

fashion

LAZY ONE

SKIMS BY KIM KARDASHIAN

ERGO POUCH

LazyOne has matching

Perfect for cozy evenings

Any new parent knows that

pajama sets for the entire

at home, this stretchy

a better night’s sleep is the

family - even handkerchiefs

bouclé knit robe from Kim

best gift they could receive.

for your pet! Grab your

Kardashian West's SKIMS

Sleep sacks from ErgoPouch

matching family PJs before

features handy pockets

are an all natural organic

time runs out.

and a removable belt.

sleeping bag perfect for
keeping baby safe and
comfortable all night long.

WAYPOINT GOODS

JANE VELVET CARDIGAN

LIVING CLEVERLY HOODIE

When the weather cools

Dress in style this season

This pullover hoodie is so

down, a good scarf is a

with the beautifully hip

comfortable and

great accessory to have.

Velvet Cardigan! You can't

breathable. Great for

Waypoint Goods’ Travel

go wrong when you pair it

casual zoom meetings,

Scarf offers not only a

with your favorite jeans and

home, work, or running

spash of color, but a

a t-shirt or dress it up for a

errands. It features

hidden zipper

night out, it's that versatile!

ringspun pre-shrunk French

compartment to hold

This beautiful piece is

Terry. There are several

essentials. Head out on the

classic with a modern

color combinations. Unisex

town and leave your purse

hipster vibe added in.

sizing to fit all humans.

behind if desired.

beauty

PERFECTLY POSH

BABO BOTANICALS

DRUNK ELEPHANT

Don't forget to pamper

Offer the gift of better skin

A limited-edition evening

yourself during the hectic

with a gift set from Babo

skincare set to wash away

holiday season. Perfectly

Botanicals this holiday

pollution, remove dead skin

Posh offers pampering

season. Featuring all

cells, hydrate the acid

products that are made in

natural ingredients, Babo is

mantle, and support the

the USA with gentle, natural

perfect for those with

skin’s natural barrier,

ingredients. You'll find

allergies and sensitive skin.

making it glowy as can be.

everything you or the
person on your gift list
needs to relax and unwind.

KINDER BEAUTY BOX

OLIVE & JUNE

COLOR STREET

Kinder Beauty Box is a

The perfect solution for

Looking for the perfect

subscription box service

getting a salon-quality

stocking stuffer? Color

featuring vegan and cruelty-

manicure at home! At

free skin care, makeup, hair-

& June, they believe no

are 100% nail polish. And,

care and/or accessories.

matter who you are, where

they are free of vinyl and

Each month you will receive

you live, what you do, or

toxins that are found in other

up to $165 worth of clean,

what you wear, you can

brands. Best of all, they are

vegan & cruelty-free

have a perfect manicure

made right here in the USA.

skincare, makeup, hair-care

that makes you feel like your

Styles include solids, glitters,

and accessories and at

best self.

nail art designs, pedicures,

least two of those products
will be full-sized!

Olive

Street dry nail polish strips

and petite for smaller nails.

Beauty

FABFITFUN

RIKI SKINNY MIRROR

ALLURE BEAUTY BOX

Delight that special

Perfect for the makeup

Calling all beauty product

someone on your list with

maven on your list. Five

junkies… if you shop

this amazing lifestyle

stages of dimming give you

monthly for beauty and

subscription box. Each box

full control of the level of

skincare products you will

is loaded with 8-10 full size

detail you want to see.

love the monthly

products with selections in

Comes with an adjustable

subscription beauty boxes

beauty, style, and home.

stand, a Bluetooth selfie

from Allure. Check out

connection, a magnetic

October’s beauty box and

phone clip, and a magnetic

also see what goodies you

magnifying mirror.

get if you subscribe for a
yearly subscription like I
did.

NA PALI PURE

6-1- CURLING WAND SET

Want to minimize the look of

Want curls for days? Or

fine lines and wrinkles?

maybe you want different

Make the Na Pali Pure Anti-

kinds of curls, from spiral

Aging Serum and

curls to beach waves,

Moisturizing Cream a part

depending on your mood?

of your daily beauty regime.

You can have it all with this

DYSON SUPERSONIC
HAIR DRYER GIFT SET

6-in-1 interchangeable
curling wand set.

Enjoy end-to-end hair
styling with Dyson’s award
winning dryer and a
complimentary detangling
comb and vented round
brush.

Beauty

SCENTBIRD FRAGRANCE

HAIR HOLY GRAILS GIFT SET

MAC LIMITED EDITION

SUBSCRIPTION

(SEPHORA FAVORITES)

SUREFIRE HIT MINI LIPSTICK

Take the guesswork out of
choosing the perfect
fragrance for your special
someone with this fully
customizable monthly
subscription. Fragrances
available for women and
men.

PMD HOLIDAY CLEAN

A set of 12 best-selling hair
products to keep your hair
healthy and revitalized—
including travel- and
deluxe-size treatment
masks, leave-ins, styling
sprays, shampoo and
conditioner, and a hair oil.

X12 VAULT
Give the gift of a perfect
pout for those endless
Zoom calls. This limited
edition set of MAC winners
contains the iconic Ruby
Woo, Rebel, and Snob.
Pucker up!

BETTER THAN YOUNG

SIMPLY EARTH ESSENTIAL OILS

Are you over 40? Did you

Simply Earth Essential Oils

know our hair changes as

are ethically sourced and

we age? We know our skin

100% pure. They are all

does, but not sure if we

natural with no additives.

think about the changes in

Simply Earth donates 13% of

our hair as we age. Just like

all profits to organizations

buying skincare products

that help to fight against

for aging skin, we need hair

human trafficking which is

products for our aging hair.

amazing. As a subscriber you

Check out Better Than

get FREE access to their

Young for your hair and

Essential Oil Hero Course.

PRO WITH ROSE QUARTZ
GLOW BUNDLE
Treat yourself or a loved one
to glowing skin this season!
Includes the PMD Clean Pro
RQ with SonicGlow
Technology and
ActiveWarmth heat therapy
with a genuine rose quartz
stone, a box of five collagen
anti-aging sheet masks, and
a glittery cosmetics bag!

scalp needs.

Health & fitness

GARMIN VIVOFIT JR. 3

CHARGE BIKE

YOGA DIRECT

The perfect fitness tracker

An everyday electric bike

Yoga Direct is your one-

for kids. This new version

that keeps your posture

stop-shop for yoga goods

comes in cool Marvel and

upright for long, fun rides

including mats, bolsters,

Disney themed trackers

while providing speeds up

blankets, apparel and

and makes a perfect

to 50 mph as well as pedal

more. Our products are

holiday gift for kids. This

assist and folding

carefully curated to bring

fitness tracker will get your

handlebars for easy

you the best in the industry.

kids off the couch and

storage!

excited to track steps,
activity minutes, and even
has a sleep tracker.

MAJI SPORTS FITNESS

VEJO PERSONAL BLENDER

GIESSWEIN WOMEN'S SNEAKERS

BUNDLE
All you need to get a great

Whether you're looking for a

These sneakers are perfect

home workout. Sculpt lean

dose of clean greens, a

pandemic shoes. They are

muscle with the use of

healthy smoothie, a pre-

machine washable, flexible,

resistance bands, floor

workout boost, or just a

lightweight, and very

sliders and a bungee band.

nutritious snack — Vejo's got

comfortable. They are made

If Tom Brady can use this

you covered.

from 100% Merino wool, which

method to stay fit, so can
you!

keeps your feet cool in the
summer and warm in the
winter. The unique 3D stretch
technology keeps you moving
freely throughout your day.

Health & fitness

HIGHLINE WELLNESS CBD

JUMP SPORT

GUMMIES
Our popular in-home
Give the gift of wellness

rebounder for beginners,

this Christmas. The CBD 101

the JumpSport 220 Fitness

gift pack from Highline

Trampoline offers a low-

Wellness includes daytime

impact exercise that is

gummies, nighttime

ideal for any body type or

gummies, CBD cream, and

age. Tailor your exercise to

peppermint-flavored oil.

meet your fitness goals
through streaming barre,
dance, circuit, HIIT, PT, and
more video workouts.

SPECIALTY SELECT

SUNNY HEALTH MAGNETIC
ROWING MACHINE
Stay fit while staying home
with this adjustable
magnetic resistance rowing
machine. The large LCD
console displays time,
count, and calories burned.
The convenient scan mode
displays your progress to
assist you in tracking all
your fitness goals.

ACUPUNCTURE MAT

DIP STATION

The perfect stocking stuffer

Bring the benefits of

Get those Triceps, chest, and

for a fitness enthusiast.

acupuncture home without

shoulders ready for summer

Achieve Unbelievable

the scary needles. This is a

with this home workout

Results With The Waist

great way to beat stress

enhancement. Takes up very

Trainer Resistance Band

and relieve pain at home.

little space as it helps you

RESISTANCE BANDS

Set! Tone, Lift & Sculpt Your

safely perform a variety of

Booty From The Safety &

exercises.

Comfort Of Your Own
Home!

For Him

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION

CHAIR SPEAKER

TRIVAC 3-IN-1
BLOWER/MULCHER/VAC

Since 2001,

Connect high-quality

MagazineValues.com has

sounds from your TV

been providing quality

wirelessly right to your

If you need help with fall

discount magazine

chair! Amazing sound

tasks, the WORX TRIVAC 3-

subscriptions and superior

quality without soundbars

in-1 Blower/Mulcher/Vac

customer service to all of

or sweaty headphones.

can help make clearing

it's customers. Over 2,500

Get 10% off on entire order

and mulching leaves a

different subscriptions are

use coupon code "LC10%"

breeze.

available at the LOWEST
prices offered by the
publishers.

EDIFIER'S TWS 6

PRPS JEANS

LOOT CRATE

HEADPHONES
Give a guy you love the gift
of being able to take their
music on the go with
Edifier's TWS 6 headphones.
He'll get up to 32 hours of
playback and outstanding
sound quality. These
earbuds are also
waterproof and sweat
proof.

PRPS Jeans are stylish and
long-lasting. They are
always producing clothes at
the height of fashion. Don’t
give just any old jeans, give
him something that will look
amazing!

Billed as being the
subscription box for Gamers
and Nerds, Loot Crate is
great for any guy who loves
pop culture. Loot Crates
offers themes like Back to
the Future, Deadpool, Star
Trek, Anime and more.

For Him

PROVIZ

WORX FOLDING

LL BEAN SHEARLING

PERFORMANCEWARE

TABLE/SAWHORSE

MOCCASIN SLIPPER

This Versatile folding work

Forget the ground is

table from Worx may be

beneath your feet in this

used as a sawhorse and

supple slipper with a

portable workbench. It has

naturally warm genuine

an Integrated clamping

shearling lining and a

system holds materials firmly

durable sole with traction.

in place and a collapsible

Keep his tootsies toasty in

workbench design and

these genuine shearling

lightweight for easy

supple slippers. Available in

transportation & storage. It

four colors.

Outdoor activities like
running and biking need
gear that serves you well.
Proviz offers a variety of
options for men and
women, many with
relfective capabilities.

Includes 2 bar clamps and
4 clamp dogs.

HERSCHEL SUPPLY CO.

OLUKAI SLIPPERS

DUFFLE BAG

M18™ FUEL™ 8-1/4 IN.
TABLE SAW

These Olukai slippers are
made in Hawaii with
A classic duffle with a

premium materials. Our

removable shoulder strap

favorite feature of these

is perfect as a stylish

slippers is the drop in heel,

weekender or gym bag.

so you can wear the slipper

Available in two colors.

as a slide or as a shoe.
Once you put these slippers
on your feet, you will never
want to take them off.

Want to know what to get
that hard working man in
your life? International Tool
has an amazing selection of
some of the best tools
available like this,
Milwaukee M18 FUEL™ 81/4 in. table saw. He'll feel
like a pro with tools
designed for professional
carpenters, remodelers and
general contractors.

pets

STAIR BARRIER

FUR HAVEN PET BEDS

INITIAL OUTFITTERS

Keeping the family safe

Pet Beds come in different

Drying off never felt so

doesn’t mean you have to

styles and color options to

good...Wrap yourself in

give up style. Stair Barrier is

meet the needs of your

these thick, plush towels

the ideal gift for families

beloved pet. The sofa style

made from the world's

with growing little ones or

is great for providing a

finest Long Staple Egyptian

pets. Built specifically for

place to rest their head.

Cotton, which is known for

extra wide stairs or wall to

The FurHaven™ Plush and

its strength, absorbency,

bannister setups, it’s easy to

Suede Sofa-Style Pet Bed

durability, and softness.

find a Stair Barrier that fits

It comes in 5 sizes, 4 color

They will be a luxurious

your gift recipient’s style.

choices, and 5 mattress

addition to your bathing

types.

experience.

K9 NATURALS

FABULOUS PET PRODUCTS

SAMMY'S SEW SHOP

Don’t forget about the pets!

This is a collection you don't

This Classic Buffalo Check

E3 Ranch’s K9 Natural offers

want to miss. We're talking

Dog Bed Cover is made from

a wide variety of treats for

dog treats and toys like the

luxury upholstery grade

four legged family members.

fun iDig, and pet cleaning

fabric. Each bed cover is

Free of additives and

products like the Eureka

handmade in California and

preservatives these high

Floor Rover Dash - the BEST

is washable, durable, and

quality treats and bones are

for pet hair pickup! Check it

easy clean. Stuff with one of

high in protein and the same

out!

our Sammy’s Sustainable

quality you would feed a

Pillow Inserts, separately sold,

member of your family!

or use standard bed pillows,
old sheets, towels, or old dog
beds. Personalization is
included!
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